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INTRODUCTION 

The ongoing Afghanistan peace process has reinvigorated the lights of the ‘Afghan war of 2001’ 

when U.S. forces entered Afghanistan and further announced war against the Taliban regime 

in Afghanistan, but the civil war did not come to an end after the intervention of foreign troops, 

rather continued for further two decades. Although the withdrawal of foreign NATO troops 

from Afghanistan was announced by former U.S. President Barack Obama, the success of 

peacebuilding goals in Afghanistan were built on a misinterpretation of the end of the Taliban 

regime after the U.S. troops were successful in the killing of Osama Bin laden 1 . The 

Afghanistan peace process began in 2011 after the U.S. announced troop withdrawal from 

Afghanistan but the process was delayed due to rising insurgent groups within the nation-state 

and the lack of negotiations with the Taliban. However, several questions and projections by 

security analysts across the world on the future of Afghanistan post the troop withdrawal, has 

generated a sense of fear that it would result in further instability for Afghanistan and the region 

of Central Asia. The paper attempts to elucidate the effects of U.S. troop withdrawal from 

Afghanistan and will further attempt to analyze possible solutions for the stability of 

Afghanistan and Central Asia.  

The paper will initially describe the historical background of the conflict and then will further 

highlight the reasons for failures in the maintenance of peace in Afghanistan by foreign troops 

and continue to highlight the implication of the troop withdrawal from Afghanistan. 

 

HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE 

The region of Central Asia has remained part of Global politics since the Soviet Invasion of 

1979. When historians explain the end of the Civil War, the triumph of the West, the demise 

of communism, and the dissolution of the Soviet Union, they often start with the Soviet’s 

decision to invade Afghanistan in 19792 . The Soviet decision to invade Afghanistan resulted 
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in- economic dysfunction, political illegitimacy, and institutional atrophy. The intervention of 

the Soviet Union resulted in the rise of Mujahedeen’s [Afghan freedom fighters], the group 

well-armed with U.S. surface-to-air missiles, rockets, mortars, and Communication equipment, 

that won many confrontations with the Soviet army3. The Mujahedeen were successful in 

overthrowing the Soviet Union from Afghanistan but the withdrawal of the Soviet troops was 

not the end of a decade-old Civil War. The year 1992 was marked as the opening of a new era 

in the history of Afghanistan with the rise of Taliban forces from Kandahar, Afghanistan, and 

the successful toppling of the Soviet-led Government of Najibullah in Afghanistan in 1992.  

 

The establishment of the Taliban regime was observed from 1996, when the Taliban seized 

control and introduced a hardline version of Islam, banning women from work, and introduced 

Islamic punishments, which included stoning to death and amputation. The internal situation 

of Afghanistan continued to collapse and further gained international attention when on August 

7, 1998, nearly simultaneous bombs blew up in front of American embassies in Nairobi, Kenya, 

Dara es Salaam, Tanzania. These bombings resulted in mass casualties of people including 

Americans. These attacks were soon linked directly to Al- Qaeda, a terrorist organization in 

Afghanistan 4 . The United States soon responded to the attacks by launching missiles on 

suspected Osama bin Laden’s bases in Afghanistan and a facility in Sudan under the leadership 

of President Clinton5. However, Osama bin Laden survived the attacks and was safely living 

in Afghanistan with the permission of the Taliban. The brutalities continued within Afghanistan 

and gained significant global attention from regional superpowers like China, U.S, Russia, and 

Non- State actors like the United Nations.  

 

The biggest attack on U.S. soil took place on 11th September 2001, when 19 terrorists hijacked 

four airplanes, out of which two planes were flown into the twin towers of the World trade 

center in New York City, the third plane hit the Pentagon [where the whole U.S. Military base 

was headquartered], near Washington D.C..  And the fourth plane crashed in the fields of 

Shanksville, Pennsylvania. This terrorist attack resulted in the killing of 3,000 people, which 

triggered major U.S. initiatives to combat terrorism and defined the presidency of George W. 

Bush6. The U.S. responded by launching a ‘Global war on terror’, an international military 

campaign against terrorism, and launched operation ‘Enduring freedom’. On October 7, 2001, 

the U.S. Military with British support, began a bombing campaign against Taliban forces, 
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officially launching Operation Enduring Freedom. Canada, France, Germany, and Australia 

pledged future support. The Operation was launched under the leadership of U.S. allied forces 

but also involved partnership support from the Northern alliance [ A united military formed in 

Afghanistan against Taliban], and ethnic Pashtun anti- Taliban forces7 .  

 

The Operation Enduring Freedom resulted in the fall of the Taliban regime in Afghanistan and 

the deployment of first contingent foreign peacekeepers- the NATO-led security assistance 

forces in Afghanistan- marking the start of a protracted fight against the Taliban. The Taliban 

lost the battle against foreign NATO forces and a new interim government was established in 

Kabul as Hamid Karzai, sworn in as the head of interim Government with the presence of 

NATO troops to establish peace in the nation. In the year 2011, former president of USA 

Barack Obama announced troop withdrawal from Afghanistan after declaring that Osama bin 

Laden was killed by U.S. forces and thereby, predicted that goal has been achieved, which was 

far from the truth8.  

 

US TROOP WITHDRAWAL: 2010-2021 

The United States announced the withdrawal of U.S. led to NATO troop withdrawal from 

Afghanistan in 2011, when former President Barack Obama, announced that U.S. troops are 

successful in killing an Al- Qaeda leader, Osama bin Laden and hence, wrongly projected that 

goals for stabilization of Afghanistan have been achieved with the overthrow of Taliban regime 

and killing of Al- Qaeda leader Osama Bin Laden. However, the reality remained that goals 

for stabilization of Afghanistan and Central Asia remained far from achieved.  

 

The surrender of the Taliban in December 2001 signaled the official end of the regime headed 

by Da Afghanistan da Talibano Islami Tahrik [ Afghanistan’s Taliban Islamic movement]- the 

Taliban. The Taliban leader’s already fled Kabul and lost control of most of Afghanistan. 

However, after a few months of the Afghan war in 2001 and the rejuvenation of peace and 

building of Afghanistan, reports surfaced that the Taliban activities were attempting to disrupt 

the process of peacebuilding of Afghanistan. Such Taliban activities took place after the end 

of the old Taliban regime and the rise of the new Taliban regime and therefore was coined as 

‘Neo- Taliban’. What it conveys is that opposition maintains certain characteristics of and link 

to, the old regime but also points to important differences9. In the meanwhile, the United 

Nations Security Council observed the rise of the Taliban as a threat, and therefore, the UNSC 

passed resolution 1386, which supported international efforts to root out terrorism from 
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Afghanistan and welcomed the deployment of United Nations authorized- international 

security forces10. The resolution was followed by the Bonn agreement, which recognized the 

International Security Assistance Force or ISAF.  

 

After the end of the Afghan war in 2001, Afghanistan went under the phase of reconstruction 

and development but faced hindrances from Neo-Taliban’s. Since 2002, the U.S.-led coalition- 

and now the NATO-led ISAF has employed provincial reconstruction team [PRTs] as its 

primary conduit for non-kinetic operations. Typical PRTs include mentoring district and 

provincial government leaders, conducting infrastructure development projects, and 

coordinating agriculture and health sector assistance. Currently, twenty-five PRTs are 

operating in Afghanistan [ twelve U.S. and thirteen non- U.S.]. The command-and-control cell 

is augmented by a representative from the department of state [DoS], U.S. agencies of 

international development [USAID], and in some instances department of agriculture 

[USDA]11.  

 

The U.S. announced its first troop withdrawal in 2011, when former U.S. president Barack 

Obama, announced that Al-Qaeda leader, Osama bin Laden was killed by U.S. forces and 

projected that Afghanistan was on the verge of stabilizing. However, the prediction of the U.S. 

was wrong when NATO forces continued to face insurgent attacks over its bases. In March 

2012, the Taliban suspended its peace negotiations with the United States, which was earlier 

seen as a ray of hope for the stabilization of Afghanistan. The Taliban’s regarded the Kabul 

government as illegitimate and which further resulted in the extension of NATO troop 

withdrawal from Afghanistan12. Furthermore in 2014, the former U.S. president re- announced 

Afghan troop withdrawal in a phased manner till 2016, which was raised as a question of the 

plan’s rigidity by experts.  

 

Over the past decade, several negotiations for the peace talks with the Taliban failed that 

resulted in prolonging the Afghan war and was further highlighted by former U.S. President 

Donald Trump13. During the period, mass insurgent attacks took place against U.S. forces and 

citizens of Kabul in Afghanistan, which further raised questions about the stability of 

Afghanistan post- U.S. withdrawal. The U.S.- Taliban peace talks took a new shape, when the 

United States and Taliban entered their highest level yet, building on a similar momentum that 
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began in 2018. The talk ended with two draft agreements between militants and the U.S. 

government on a withdrawal timeline and effective counterterrorism measures. However, soon 

after a week of U.S.- Taliban peace talks, the former U.S. President Donald Trump called off 

the peace talks but the Taliban said to be committed to continuing negotiations 14. However, 

the peace negotiations did not come to an end and continued till the U.S.- Taliban peace deal 

in Doha 2019. Recently, the current President of the United States, Joe Biden, decided to 

completely withdraw U.S. troops from Afghanistan by September 11, 2021. However, the 

world awaits a new rejuvenation of Afghanistan after the withdrawal of U.S. troops and 

anticipates further possibilities of the effect of troop withdrawal from Afghanistan.  

 

PROJECTED IMPLICATIONS FOR TROOP WITHDRAWAL 

The newly elected Biden administration had earlier announced troop withdrawal from 

Afghanistan by September 11, 2021 and will further end the longest war in the history of the 

U.S.15. However, some recent developments have resulted in a delay in Afghanistan troop 

withdrawal yet again. The Pentagon has still not determined how it will combat terrorism 

threats like Al- Qaeda from afar after American troops leave. Nor have the top defence 

department officials secured agreements from allies about repositioning American troops in 

other countries16. All the current fear regarding withdrawal is inclined over the future of 

Afghanistan under the Taliban. This part of the paper shall elucidate on the possible projection 

of Afghanistan Post- troop withdrawal. 

 

Political Implications 

The Afghan war 2001 or the ‘Global War on terrorism’, resulted in the collapse of the old 

Taliban regime that controls Afghanistan. The Taliban leaders already fled Kabul and lost 

control of most of Afghanistan. With the order to surrender Kandahar, the last stronghold and 

birthplace of the Taliban regime, Taliban leader Mullah Muhammad Omar Mujahed 

relinquished his remaining political power. The leaders scattered fleeing Afghanistan for safe 

havens and the regime fell. However, after months, reports surfaced of Taliban activities that 

were attempting to disrupt the process of rebuilding Afghanistan17 . The re-emergence of the 

Taliban insurgency raised the question: if the Taliban surrendered, why were they attacking 
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NATO peacekeeping forces? It showed that this was not solely the re-emergence of the old 

regime but a new one! The rise of the ‘Neo- Taliban’ resulted in political disturbances within 

Afghanistan. The term ‘Neo- Taliban' was first used in a 2003 article in The Economist and has 

been significant spots in Afghanistan Observers18. The article describes that ‘neo- Taliban’ 

maintains certain characteristics of, and links to, the old regime but also points out some 

important differences. The rise of ‘Neo- Taliban’ and the fall of ‘Taliban’ has resulted in certain 

differences within the Taliban’s. The intentions and the goals of neo- Taliban remains unclear 

and therefore shall pose a grave challenge to Afghanistan post- U.S. troop withdrawal. Such 

internal political differences may result in the weakening of the Kabul Government as it may 

lose influence and legitimacy in Afghanistan.  

 

In recent years, about 50 percent of the Afghan state budget and 90 percent of its military and 

police costs have been borne by international donors. Reduction in such funding post-

withdrawal shall have direct implications on Government stability and combat capabilities of 

Afghan forces19. Therefore, the withdrawal of U.S. troops shall possess political implications 

for Afghanistan.  

 

Economic Implications 

The political instability of Afghanistan has adversely impacted the economy of Afghanistan. 

Afghanistan’s economy is shaped by fragility and aid dependence. The private sector is 

extremely narrow, with employment concentrated in low- productivity agriculture [44 percent 

of the workforce works in agriculture and 60 percent of households derive some income from 

agriculture]. Private sector development and diversification are constrained by insecurity, 

political instability, weak institutions, inadequate infrastructure, widespread corruption, and a 

difficult business environment. The internal instability has resulted in 28 percent of total GDP 

expenditure to security expenditures [national security and police]20 .  

 

Afghanistan is a highly foreign aid-dependent country. The World Bank estimates that the 

international aid currently comprises 40 percent of Afghanistan’s GDP. The Afghan national 

budget is split into an operating budget [e.g., Salaries] and a development budget. However, 

international donors have significantly contributed towards the operating and development 

budget. The international aid contribution is not only limited to the Afghan national budget but 
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also to the off budgets [disbursed directly by donors to NGOs etc. who implement their 

projects]. The international donation for Afghanistan was raised to rebuild the collapsed state 

of Afghanistan after 2001 and due to growing concern of state weakness and corruption21. The 

international donation to Afghanistan is either given directly by the independent nation-states 

like India, China or by the joint collaborative international donations raised by non-state actors 

like United Nations and NATO.   

 

International donation to Afghanistan remained high during the initial years of post- Afghan 

war 2001, Afghanistan sustained rapid economic growth and improvements against important 

social indicators for more than a decade. However, a range of factors have significantly 

contributed to slow growth in the economy: the aid flows decreased from around 100 percent 

of GDP to 42.9 percent of GDP in 2020. The reason for the decline was the initiation of 

withdrawal of foreign troops from Afghanistan, which began in 2011 by the U.S. government. 

The international troop declined from 1,30,000 in 2011, to around 15,000 by the end of 2014, 

and around 10,000 today22 .    

 

 

              

 

   

 Source: Anna, C. (2019). As troops prepare to leave Afghanistan, will aid stream out?. Retrieved 4 June 2021, 

from https://abcnews.go.com/Health/wireStory/troops-prepare-leave-afghanistan-aid-follow-65234301  

 

The economy of Afghanistan is highly dependent on international aid and after the withdrawal 

of U.S. troops from Afghanistan. The economic situation of Afghanistan may collapse after the 
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withdrawal of U.S. troops and the reduction in foreign aid for the redevelopment of 

Afghanistan.  

 

Geopolitical Implications 

The withdrawal of U.S. troops from Afghanistan will severely affect the regional stability of 

Central Asia. Since the invasion of the Soviet Union in 1979, Afghanistan’s foreign policy has 

been shaped into the consideration of interference of neighboring nation-states or the regional 

superpowers. The interference of nation-states in Afghanistan is based on its vested foreign 

policy interest, but why Afghanistan?  

Afghanistan is located at the centre of the region that has great geo- economical potential, but 

its geo-strategic and geo-political location has been a deterrent challenge economically. Its 

position in the ancient silk route, South Asia, and presence in the middle of important 

neighboring countries are the factors that have served advantages as well as disadvantages for 

the country depending on how effectively it has been exploited by the rulers 23 . Such 

geographical benefits of Afghanistan have resulted in the interference of neighboring states 

like China, Iran, India, Pakistan, Russia, and the United States. 

 

CHINA  

 

As the NATO-led-Western forces prepare to withdraw from Afghanistan, every one of the 

states involved in the region is nervous about what will happen there, after the U.S. leaves. 

They are worried about the civil war in Afghanistan, insurgents taking over the country, or 

terrorism spreading. It is in such a rapidly evolving geo-strategic context that major powers 

have been keen to change their Afghan policies and expand their influence in the region, and 

China is no exception. After the formation of the People’s republic of china, the then kingdom 

of Afghanistan recognized the government of China in January 1950, and two countries 

formally established diplomatic relations in January 1955. The interference of China in 

Afghanistan began during the Soviet invasion of 1979. During the anti-Soviet Jihad in the 

1980s, China took advantage of the situation to sell large quantities of arms including assault 

rifles, rocket-propelled grenade-launchers, and even type 59 tanks to the Afghan Mujahideen 

via CIA [Central Intelligence Agency]24.    

 

However, China’s involvement in Afghanistan was mainly focused on the economic sphere, 

especially in the natural resource investments while making a limited contribution to security 

and politics in Afghanistan, not to say sending troops. China is also playing a major role in 

spreading its ideological influence through its Xinjiang province, the westernmost autonomous 
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region in China. The Turkic Uighurs in the Xinjiang province continue to have their historical 

as well as cultural and ethnic affinity with Afghanistan25. China continues to play a major role 

in Afghanistan for its vested geopolitical economic interest.  

 

IRAN 

 

Iran’s policy towards Afghanistan is based on several different factors, including its major 

element of ‘Sphere of Influence’ in that country. Iran and Afghanistan share a history especially 

in the region of eastern Iran and western Afghanistan which resulted in strong cultural and 

economic ties in the region of Western Afghanistan. Iran has been part of Afghanistan’s 

internal politics for a very long time. The disputed areas between Iran and Afghanistan like the 

city of Herat, which was considered by the former president of Afghanistan as an “integral 

part” of Iran. Iran and Afghanistan have much in common: A shared language, a deep cultural 

bond, and at times common enemies. The security and stability of one are dependent on the 

other26. Iran has also remained an active foreign military aid supplier to the Taliban. Iran’s 

military aid to the Taliban includes light arms, rifled-propelled grenades [RPGs], and even 

military training of Taliban forces on Iranian soil. However, the border skirmishes between 

Iran and Afghanistan during the Taliban regime have raised a web of complicated relationships 

between the two respective nations.  

 

However, Iran remains one of the largest trading partners for Afghanistan. Bilateral trade 

reached almost $5 billion by 2013, up from $2 billion in 2011. Although this figure does not 

seem large by U.S. standards, it nevertheless demonstrates a deep economic relationship 

between Iran and Afghanistan. While Iran may have been an influential actor in Afghanistan, 

it will face significant constraints, even after the majority of U.S. and ISAF forces have 

withdrawn from Afghanistan27.  

 

INDIA 

 

The partition of British India in 1947, ruptured India’s geographical contiguity with 

Afghanistan but not the warmth that characterized their relations; this stood up in sharp contrast 

to Pakistan which despite its geographical continuity as well as religious and ethnic congruity 
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has seen its relations with Kabul for most its history being clouded by bitterness and a deep 

sense of distrust28. India and Afghanistan share deep cultural and modest economic links. 

 

India has remained an active international donor to the $ 1.2 billion aid program, making it the 

fifth-largest international donor and largest regional donor for the stabilization of Afghanistan. 

India’s aid project lies in various sectors from 500 annual scholarships for Afghan students , 

provision, construction of roads, dams, transmission lines, and telecom networks, and to 

construction of a new Afghan parliament. However, India’s vested interest is underpinned with 

3 objectives: negating the influence of ISI backed group like the Taliban, which is hostile to 

Indian interest in the neighborhood; securing Afghanistan as a trade and energy corridor to 

central Asia; curtailing the spread of narco-trafficking which poses a risk to both national and 

human security. India’s political ‘Sphere of Influence’ is spread through financial contributions 

for the reconstruction of Afghanistan and large popularity among Afghans for the Television 

industry. The Indian films have been long popular with Afghans with the coming of satellite 

television, a booming television industry that has helped India making rapid roads into the 

hearts and minds of the people of Afghanistan29.   

 

However, the withdrawal of U.S. troops from Afghanistan shall pose a challenge to India’s 

internal and external security threats. The challenge of internal security threat can be delivered 

from historical context, when Indian airline IC814 was hijacked in Kandahar in December 1999 

[which led to freeing three dreaded terrorists including Masoor Azhar]30. Such historical threats 

may bear out a different picture after the withdrawal of U.S. troops. 

 

PAKISTAN  

 

Pakistan has played a major role in intervening in Afghanistan’s foreign policy. Pakistan is also 

crucially important to the Taliban in their ongoing insurgency in Afghanistan. In 2009 Central 

Intelligence agency [CIA] implicated Pakistan’s inter-services intelligence [ISI] in the massive 

July 7 Taliban bombing of the Indian embassy in Kabul, as well as several other attacks on 

high sites there. The CIA dispatched its deputy director from Islamabad, presumably to tell the 

Pakistani government to bring ISI on its heels31. Several other incidents were presented in front 

of the CIA and Afghanistan government, which proved that Pakistan supports Taliban 

insurgent attacks in Afghanistan.  
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These claims further deteriorate the bilateral relations between Afghanistan and Pakistan. 

Pakistan also has a long-standing security concern over the disputed Pakistan-Afghanistan 

border and irredentist Afghan claims on Pakistan’s territory. These concerns are further 

augmented with India’s involvement with Afghanistan and India’s seemingly permanent policy 

of supporting all anti-Pakistani Afghan governments. These threats and challenges shall get 

further complicated with the withdrawal of the U.S. troops and growing India’s bilateral ties 

with Afghanistan.  

 

RUSSIA  

 

The contemporary Russian Federation, under the guardianship of President Vladimir Putin, has 

security and economic interests in Afghanistan that will endure far beyond the drawdown of 

American-led-coalition forces. After the withdrawal of Soviet troops from Afghanistan in 1989 

and the disintegration of the Soviet Union had resulted in certain amendments in Russia’s 

foreign policy. The Afghanistan- Russia [then, Soviet Union] war from 1979- 89, resulted in a 

massive economic slowdown in raising Russia’s economic power. The withdrawal of Soviet 

troops resulted in less interference from Russia for a decade until the Afghan war 2001. 

Russia’s engagement remained neutral. Russia engaged less likely with a military operation, 

but it has also helped the U.S. establish the northern Transportation route and then acted as a 

guarantor of access for NATO forces to key military bases in Central Asia32 .  

 

Since the invasion of U.S.-led forces, Russia’s foreign policy has remained balanced with the 

Afghan policy. Russia’s vested interests include Afghan political stability so that the country 

does not again become a haven for radical Islamic terrorist groups like Al-Qaeda. Russia is not 

only concerned with the containment of religious fundamentalism but also Afghanistan’s 

ethnic conflict northwards into central Asian republics [CARs] 33. Russia fears that if the 

instability continues after the withdrawal of the U.S. troops it may hamper the stability in 

Central Asian republics, especially the politically unstable state of Kyrgyzstan.  

 

THE UNITED STATES  

 

The United States remained a spectator since the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan in 1979 and 

remained an active actor against the Soviet rule in Afghanistan. The invasion of Afghanistan 

became a major factor of the Cold War between the U.S. and Soviet Union, as the invasion 

resulted in a massive decline in the growth rates of the Soviet Union and became one of the 

reasons for the collapse of the Soviet Union. However, after the collapse of the Soviet Union, 
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the United States called for the collective reconstruction of Afghanistan, but growing 

instabilities and the killing of Najibullah by Mujahideen came as a shock to the world.  

 

The United States' direct intervention took place with the launch of ‘Global war on terrorism’. 

The U.S.-led war on terrorism has changed the strategic environment of Afghanistan. It ended 

the Taliban regime, and dismantled the safe havens of Al-Qaeda, and installed a democratic 

government. Like other powers like China, Iran, India, Pakistan, U.S. is no exception that is 

driven by similar economic and security interests. The U.S. desires to establish control over 

the natural resources and assure uninterrupted access to Central Asia through Northern 

distribution network [NDN] and new silk road strategy34. However, after the withdrawal of 

U.S. troops, U.S. objectives could still be achieved with one of the largest non- NATO allies, 

Pakistan but, the challenge for the U.S. remains high, with the active intervening influence of 

Iran, based on its anti-U.S. policies. Afghanistan is said to remain under a major geopolitical 

snare of external power struggle. After the withdrawal of Soviet troops, the major challenge 

for the Kabul government is to prevent Afghanistan from any external power interventions.  

 

Cultural Implications  

The withdrawal of U.S. troops will not only affect the political, economic, geopolitical 

dimensions of the country but will also have a significant impact on the cultures of the Nation-

state. Culturally, the role of female education never gained a major momentum for the citizens 

of Afghanistan. The issue of female education in Afghanistan is not only a factor in internal 

differences and alliances but also in terms of the relationship between Taliban [religious 

students] and the outside world. During the Taliban regime, Afghanistan had the most 

conservative policies on female education around the world, with a ban on girl’s formal 

education and a ban on female employment except health sector35.  

 

 However, after the collapse of the Taliban regime, the influence of patriarchy remains strong. 

Even though, girls do continue to access secondary education, attacks on girls are still 

prevalent36. Such continued attacks have further pulled down the will to study in Afghanistan 

for a girl. But despite these challenges, there has been significant progress in the post- Taliban 

era. There was a sharp increase in the gross enrolment ratio in primary and secondary education 

                                                           
34 Jaspal, Z. N., & Naz, S. (2018). Afghanistan in Snare of external power struggle. Strategic studies, 22- 39. 

The similar desire of the U.S. unattained had resulted in a delay in U.S. troop withdrawal from Afghanistan. 

Source: https://www.nytimes.com/2021/05/25/us/politics/us-afghanistan-withdrawal.html 

 
35

 Pourzand, N. (1999). The Problematic of female education, ethnicity and national identity in Afghanistan 

[1920- 1999]. The international Journal of Anthropology, 73- 82. 
 
36

 One such recent incident of a bomb attack targeted schoolgirls in Kabul and was condemned by international 

forums like the UN. Such attack continues to pull down the will of female education in Afghanistan Source: 

https://edition.cnn.com/2021/05/09/asia/afghanistan-girls-school-attack-intl-hnk/index.html 
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in the post-Taliban era37. However, the threat continues to persist even during the presence of 

U.S. troops and is expected to further rise after the troop withdrawal.  

 

CONCLUSION  

The withdrawal of U.S. troops will result in a significant impact on the political, economic, 

cultural, geopolitical, and cultural dimensions of Afghanistan. Many scholars have predicted 

that the withdrawal of U.S. troops from Afghanistan will result in the rise of a new civil war in 

Afghanistan38. Yet, such predictions are based on a lack of government timed intervention to 

the projected risk. The future of Afghanistan shall be a decisive factor in how effectively the 

U.S. has achieved and reconstruction of Afghanistan with U.S.- Taliban peace talks.  

 

 

                                                           
37

 Asadullah, M. N. (2020, April 9). Learning crisis and girls education in Afghanistan. Retrieved from World 

education blog: https://gemreportunesco.wordpress.com/2020/04/09/learning-crisis-and-girls-education-in-

afghanistan/#:~:text=Most%20girls%20do%20not%20continue,girls'%20schools%20are%20still%20prevalent.
&text=One%20reason%20for%20low%20enrolment,they%20are%20not%20learni 
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 Dobbins, J., Campbell, J. H., Mann, s., & Miller, L. E. (2019). Consequences of Precipitious U.S. withdrawal 
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